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A formula is positive existential if it is built up from atomic formulas, ⊤, ∧, ⊥, ∨
and ∃. A coherent theory is a set of formulas of the form ∀x⃗(φ(x⃗) → ψ(x⃗)) where φ and
ψ are positive existential.

A model M of a coherent theory is positively closed if every homomorphism out of it
reflects the validity of positive existential formulas (i.e. given f :M → N , if N |= φ(fa⃗)
then M |= φ(⃗a) for any positive existential φ and tuple a⃗ from M).

A coherent category is a category with finite limits, pullback-stable finite unions
and pullback-stable effective epi-mono factorization, a functor is coherent if it preserves
this structure. A main fact of categorical logic says that coherent theories, models and
homomorphisms are the same as small coherent categories, coherent functors to Set and
natural transformations between them.

I will associate a distributive lattice LM to any model M of a coherent theory T ,
and prove a possibly proper subset of the following claims:

• LM has an explicit description with formulas. Its elements are closed, positive
existential formulas with parameters from M , up to the following equivalence:
φ(⃗a) ∼ ψ(⃗b) iff there’s χ(x⃗, y⃗) (positive existential), such that M |= χ(⃗a, b⃗) and
T ⊢ χ(x⃗, y⃗) ∧ φ(x⃗) ↔ χ(x⃗, y⃗) ∧ ψ(y⃗).

• On the category side LM is defined by restricting the left Kan-extension
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to coherent functors, where C is the coherent category corresponding to T .

• {1} ⊆ LM is a prime filter.

• M is positively closed iff LM is the two-element Boolean-algebra.
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• If there is an n-step chain of proper surjections out ofM then the Krull-dimension
of LM is at least n.

• If for any tuple of sorts x1, . . . xk in the signature, the corresponding positive type-
space Sx1,...xk

(T ) has Krull-dimension at most n then LM has Krull-dimension at
most n.

• I will compute LM in the two simplest possible cases: when T is a propositional
theory (and hence C is a distributive lattice and M is a prime filter), and when T
is the theory of non-empty sets over the empty signature.

Some of these results are discussed in [Kan22, Section 6].
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